
 
Twenty-Fifth Sunday in Ordinary Time--A" Cycle--2020, St. Leonard, 10:30 & online 

Isaiah 55:6-9;  Psalm 145:2-3, 8-9, 17-18;  Philippians 1:20-24, 27;  Matthew 20:1-16 
 
 

I.  Introduction 
    A.  “Day ends and ‘just wages’ are handed out. It is the exact same amount for every worker, no matter how 

many or how few hours anyone had worked. Look at the faces. Anger in the ones who had slaved all 
day This is not fair! We demand our rights! We put in the time and these oafs did nothing. The late ones 
smiling sheepishly. 
“What does the story mean? You will find the answer if you sense the scene rather than just use brain 
power. Let your imagination see the kindness in the owner’s face. Call to mind the gloom of the ones 
hired so late. See their amazement now. 
“Obviously these wages are not a strict remuneration for hours worked. They are more like a gift from a 
fond heart. How does this feel to you? 
“Didn’t Jesus tell his parable to show how God’s caring heart works, how he gives a depth of love to 
each person in this world, especially to ones who suffer and are left behind? 
“If it is hard to see, ask for light.” (liturgy.slu.edu, Sept. 20, 2020) 

 
    B.  That’s how Fr. John Foley sums up the challenge of today’s gospel parable. So let’s pray today to the 

Holy Spirit for light that we might see what Jesus is trying to teach us. 
 
II.  Today's Parable 
    A.  This is one of the most difficult of Jesus’ parables for us to understand or even accept. It seems to fly in 

the face of so much of what we have been taught about fairness and the idea that everyone should be 
rewarded according to their production of goods or services in our economy. 

 
    B.  Let’s start by focusing on the main point Jesus is making. Fr. Ron Rolheiser writes: “In a masterful book 

on grace, Piet Fransen suggests that we can test how well we understand grace by gauging our 
reaction to this story: 
“Imagine a man who during his whole life is entirely careless about God and morality. He’s selfish, 
ignores the commandments, ignores all things religious, and is basically consumed with pursuing his 
own pleasure—wine, sex, and song. Then, just hours before his death, he repents of his irresponsibility, 
makes a sincere confession, receives the sacraments of the church, and dies inside that conversion. 
“What’s our spontaneous reaction to that story? Isn’t it wonderful that he received the grace of 
conversion before he died? Or, more likely: the lucky beggar! He got away with it! He got to have all 
that pleasure and still gets to go to heaven! 
“If we felt the latter emotion, even for a moment, we have never deeply understood the concept of 
grace. Rather, like the older brother of the prodigal son, we are still seeing life away from God’s house 
as fuller than life inside God’s house, are still doing the right things mostly out of bitter duty, and are 
secretly envying the amoral. But, if this is true, we must be gentle with ourselves. This is an 
occupational hazard for good, faithful persons.” (Ibid.) 

 
    C.  Now let’s remember that Jesus starts this parable saying, “The kingdom of heaven is like” this. The point 

of the parable is that God offers salvation to everyone out of divine generosity, not as a reward for hard 
work. We can’t earn our way to heaven; it’s a gift. So we should rejoice when anyone accepts that gift, 
regardless of their previous life. If we can’t earn salvation, then it’s not about fairness or how long we 
have worked. 

 
III.  God’s Gifts Are for All 
    A.  Many commentators seem almost in a rush to declare that this parable is not a treatise on labor relations 

or economic systems. And for most of my life, I have agreed with that caution. This year, though, I 
began to see another level to this parable.  

 
    B.  Gerald Darring puts well what I was struggling to comprehend: “We think of justice in terms of what is 

fair, of what people deserve. So we would say that the people who worked longer deserved more. But 



God doesn’t see it that way. God thinks of justice in terms of people’s dignity, their right to a decent life. 
“The people who came late had the same right to a decent life as those who had worked all day, so 
they are all treated equally. Nothing is taken from anyone, but all are treated in accord with their dignity, 
their right to a decent life. Such is God’s justice.” (Ibid.) 

 
    C.  We often assume that no one has a right to a living wage or to a job or to health care or to housing or to 

food to live on. Our economic system teaches us that all those things must be earned, even though the 
wealthy among us often inherit all those things without having to lift a finger. 

 
     D.  But what if we learned to look at people from God’s point of view? Every person is a child of God and 

every person has an equal right to share in the goods of the earth that God has provided for all of us--
not just for some or even for most but for all. What if we started asking what is wrong with our economic 
systems that we end up with a tiny group of people with more wealth than they ever need or even could 
ever spend while the vast majority of humanity struggles just to survive and often loses that struggle? 

 
IV.  A More “Christian” System? 
    A.  A number of thinkers and politicians on the national, state, and city level have proposed and even 

experimented with giving everyone a basic income to begin to level the playing field in our economy. 
The governor of New Jersey recently proposed giving $1000 to every newborn in the state in families 
below a rather high income threshold, to be redeemed with interest when the child turns 18. That won’t 
be enough to afford college, of course, but it’s a start. Some cities have experimented with giving a 
basic income to every family—not a high income but enough to live on; what they earn above that 
would give them a chance to move up to the middle class. You may recall that a recent presidential 
candidate proposed $1000 per month for every American over 18 as a universal basic income. 

 
    B.  What all such proposals seem to have in common is a recognition that meeting the basic needs to which 

every person has a right, takes money. They suggest that we insure those basic rights first, and then let 
capitalism reward further those who work hard. 

 
    C.  Sr. Mary McGlone writes: “An alternative view might look at the question through the prism of need. 

Jesus never explained why all the workers weren't hired at the same time. Perhaps the owner thought a 
small group could get everything done, but then had to keep revising his plan through the day. Perhaps 
the late-comers had sought work at various job corrals, moving desperately from one to the next as the 
day wore on until someone finally hired them. All we know is that the owner brought in workers at 
different hours and promised to pay them a just wage. But whether they came early or late, each one 
needed the daily wage. Their need to eat and feed a family was the same, and the vineyard owner 
seemed more interested in supplying their need than in measuring their contribution to his task. In this 
case, justice was based not on energy expended but on each one's right to life.” 

 
V.  Conclusion 
    A.  In a sermon on this parable, Philip McLarty tells of a play written by Timothy Thompson in which he 

depicts two brothers vying for work. John is strong and capable; Philip is just as willing but has lost a 
hand in an accident. When the landowner comes, John is taken in the first wave of workers, and as he 
labors in the field he looks up the lane for some sign of Philip. Other workers are brought to the field, 
but Philip is not among them. John is grateful to have the work, but feels empty knowing that Philip is 
just as needful as he. Finally, the last group of workers arrives, and Philip is among them. John is 
relieved to know that Philip will get to work at least one hour. But, as the drama unfolds, and those who 
came last get paid a full days’ wages, John rejoices, knowing that Philip – his brother – will have the 
money necessary to feed his family. When it comes his turn to stand before the landowner and receive 
his pay, instead of complaining as the others, John throws out his hand and says with tears in his eyes, 
“Thank you, my lord, for what you’ve done for us today!” (Kayala website) 

 
     B.  Maybe that’s what Jesus had in mind! 


